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Introduction  
 
The Center for Monitoring the Impact of Peace (CMIP) issued a  
comprehensive report in November 2001 on the textbooks published  
by the Palestinian Authority in the years 2000-2001 for grades 1, 2,  
6, 7 and 11 

 1
. Since then, more books have been added to the  

Palestinian curriculum, which necessitated a follow-up study. The  
present complementary report deals with 14 newly received books,  
in addition to 26 high school final examinations in various subjects  
from the years 2000 and 2002. Though constituting an integral part  
of the official curriculum and a clear indication to core issues  
emphasized by the educational establishment each year, these  
exams have never been studied by CMIP, nor included in CMIP  
reports. They add a new dimension to the report by revealing some  
of the current trends prevailing among Palestinian educators on the  
highest levels. In order to understand some of the questions better,  
textbooks of the higher grades - which were not published by the  
Palestinian Authority - have been consulted for the answers.  
Though not specifically targeted by the present survey, and their  
content is not commented upon, it is interesting to see what use the  
Palestinian educational system makes of textbooks originally  
published in Jordan and Egypt, and their choice of subject matter  
from these books for examinations.  
 
The material in both the textbooks and the examinations has been  
scrutinized according to the same guidelines used in previous  
reports, namely, according to CMIP and UNESCO's criteria, as  
follows:  
 
The CMIP criteria  

1.   The image of other peoples and communities (in this case,  
the Palestinians and the Israelis). Does one side recognize  
the other? Are they accepted? Or are they stereotyped and  
prejudiced?  

2.   Peace and the peace process. Does education foster peace?  
Does it support the peace process? Is there room for  
improvement?  

 
The UNESCO relevant criteria  

1.   Are the data given accurate and complete?  
2.   Are illustrations, maps and graphs up-to-date and accurate?  
3.   Are the achievements of others recognized?  
4.   Are equal standards applied?  
5.   Are political disputes presented objectively and honestly?  

 
1 The PNA is still using textbooks from Jordan and Egypt grades (4,5,9,10,11 and 12).  
These textbooks were reviewed in CMIP's report: Palestinian Authority School Textbooks  
Second Edition, March 2001. New textbooks for grades 3 and 8 are currently being  
issued.  
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6.   Is wording likely to create prejudice, misapprehension and  

conflict avoided?  

7.   Are ideals of freedom, dignity and fraternity being  

advocated?  

8.   Is the need for international cooperation, for the formation of  

common human ideals and the advancement of the cause of  

peace, as well as the enforcement of the law, emphasized?  

 
Findings:  

 
For the first time, there is mention of Jerusalem's importance to "the  

three religions". The old themes still remain in force in these newly  

received books. Israel's name does not appear on any of the maps,  

and several Israeli cities, as well as an archaeological site, a region  

and mountain are defined as Palestinian. Jerusalem is presented  

as a Palestinian city. When the Temple is discussed in the context  

of the life of Jesus, nothing is said about its Jewish character and  

reference to the Jews is negative. Peace is not mentioned at all,  

while war against Israel as a usurper, occupier and aggressor is  

implicitly encouraged. Israel is presented as an occupier and  

aggressor in one of the final exams. The refugee issue is also  

mentioned within the context of the destined return to the 1948  

homes.  
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The Jews  
 
The present textbooks, like the ones already studied in the former  
report, do not provide the student with scholarly information about  
the Jews, their history or their religion. Beyond that the trend of  
presenting the Jews negatively still continues.  The books surveyed  
for the former report mention traits such as trickery, greed and  
barbarity, and insinuate that Jews do not keep agreements and  
treaties as Moslems do. In the newly received textbooks, there are  
only two references to the Jews both appearing in one book and  
both negative. They focus on the relations of the Jews with Jesus  
but avoid any presentation of the Jews, even in this context, as  
having a legitimate part in Jerusalem's history. One of the  
passages contains an explanation of the terms "Jerusalem" and the  
"Temple" and the Jews are not mentioned in that context.  

"From the Holy Bible: The Sentence of Jesus  

Pilate ordered Jesus to be flagellated, perhaps the Jews may be  

content with that, but they cried "crucify him, crucify him". Then  

he handed Jesus over to them. They put on his head a crown of  

thorns, let him carry a cross, made him walk to the Golgotha hill  

and crucified him between two criminals. And they were mocking  

him while he was on the cross."  

(Christian Education, Grade 2, (2001) p. 59)  
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ERRATUM: A TEXT IN ARABIC ON P.4.WAS INCOMPLETELY  

SCANNED. BELOW IS THE FULL TEXT  

 
"Jerusalem (Urushalim): A Palestinian city built by  
the Arab Canaanites (the Jebusites) and named by  
them as Jebus. Later it was renamed Ursalem  
(Urushalim), and after that it was called by many  
[other] names such as: City of Justice, the Holy  
City, Noble Jerusalem (al-Quds al-Sharif). The  
prevalent name is al-Quds."  
 
"The Temple (al-Haykal): A word meaning "the  
Great House" which was a place of worship of  
God, like the church today."  
(Christian Education, Grade 2, (2001) p. 11)  
 
The world "Temple" hints to the Jewish Temple on  
Temple Mount  

From the Holy Bible: The Christian Marriage  

One day the Pharisees came to Jesus and asked him in order to  

test him: 'Is it lawful for a man to divorce his wife?' He said to  

them: 'What did Moses order you?' They said to him: 'Moses  

permitted divorce.' He said to them: 'Because of your rough hearts  

he wrote you this instruction…"  

One of the questions following that passage reads:]  

"3. Why did Moses allow the Jews to divorce?"  

(Christian Education, Grade 2, (2001) pp. 43, 45 respectively)  
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Another reference to the Jews appears in a History exam:  

"Explain the reasons that made the Europeans persecute the  

Jews?"  

(High School Final Examination 2002: History of the Arabs  

and the Modern World, Humanistic Trend, p. 1)  

[Schoolbook text relating to question]  

"The reasons which make the Europeans persecute the Jews  

wherever they are manifold. Among them are [the following ones]:  

1.   The Torah is full of many passages that strengthen the  

Jews' inclination for religious and racial fanaticism, inspire  

a spirit of malice towards the other nations, and allow [the  

Jews to cause] dissensions and massacres within them  

[those nations] and eradicate the Jews' opponents  

wherever they are.  

The Jews of Europe, due to their anti-Christian belief and  

their being self-centered, did not join the Western  

societies, and the latter remained looking at them  

suspiciously. Among the reasons for the [Europeans']  

hatred of them as well is their sway over the economy, and  

even their open participation in the world of European  

economy.  
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2.   The Jews' sense of racial, religious, cultural and political  

superiority, and their interaction with the peoples of the  

world basing on that sense, was an important reason for  

their persecution by the peoples of the world.  

3.   The two occupations they were good at - brokerage and  

money changing - had their impact on the hatred towards  

them on the part of the peoples of the world.  

4.   The association of the Jews' name with the crucifixion of  

the Lord Christ, peace be upon him, was a factor of the  

persecution of the Jews by Christian Europe. The Church  

depicted the Jews in its religious publications in a way  

that causes hatred, which exposed the Jews to European  

Christian persecution. [But] persecution became desired  

by the Jews for two reasons:  

A.   It could be exploited for the realization of material  

and moral gains.  

B.   It encouraged the process of making the Jews  

emigrate from the world to Palestine. In other  

words, persecution became a means for 'Zionizing'  

the Jews of the world."  

(History of the Arabs and the Modern World, Grade 12,  

Humanistic, (1998) p. 122)  

 

Israel  
 
Israel's name does not appear on any of the maps of the land  

included in the newly received books. Nor does any city established  

by the Jews in modern times, Tel Aviv for example, appear on any  

map. One of the maps is defined as "map of Palestine". Also, four  

Israeli cities - Haifa, Acre, Safed and Jaffa, an archeological site -  

Caesarea, a mountain - Jermaq [Meiron], and the Negev region are  

presented as Palestinian. Israel is referred to twice, both within the  

final exams: within the context of "a brutal Israeli attack" on a  

refugee camp, and by mentioning the USA's role in establishing the  

Jews' state in Palestine.  
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Jenin  

 
Jerusalem  

 

Hebron  

Ramallah  

 

Jerusalem  

 
Bethlehem  

The Dead Sea  

(Mathematics, Grade 7, part 2, (2002) p. 2)  

(Mathematics, Grade 2, part 2, (2002) p. 18)  

"Activity: Let us color the Negev desert on the map of Palestine."  

(National Education, Grade 2, part 2, (2001)p. 25)  
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"There are several [agricultural] seasons which characterize the  

[various] districts of Palestine, such as … , in addition to fishing  

which characterizes the coastal cities like Haifa, Jaffa and Gaza."  

(Arts and Crafts, Grade 7, (2001) p. 23)  

"The Roman art (500 BC - 400 AD) was influenced by the Greek  

and Etruscan art. The Roman distinctive character appeared in  

statues and architecture and among their monuments are the  

theaters of Sebastia and Caesarea in Palestine…"  

(Arts and Crafts, Grade 7, (2001) p. 61)  

"One of the most famous mountains of Palestine is Mount Jermaq  

near Safed."  

(National Education, Grade 2, part 2, (2001) p. 10)  
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"Lesson 12: Tourism  

Tourism is visits by people to religious, archeological and  

recreational sites.  

Palestine is a huge museum for tourism…  

1.   Religious tourism:  

…  

2.   Archeological tourism:  

Others visit Jericho, Nablus, Sebastia and Caesarea  

because there are archeological sites there.  

3.   Recreational tourism:  

In summertime people go to visit Gaza, Haifa and Acre  

because of the beautiful beaches there."  

(National Education, Grade 2, part 2, (2001) pp. 59, 61,  

respectively)  
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"Write a composition of about 120 words on one of the following  

topics.  

1.   A visit to a refugee camp after a brutal (wahshi) Israeli  

attack.  

Ideas:  

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Demolished (muhaddamah) houses  

Destruction of infra-structure (al-binyah al-tahtiyyah)  

Homeless people  

Martyrs (shuhada')  

Shortage of food and medicine  

Assassinations (ightiyalat)  

Wounded people"  

(High School Final Examination 2002: English, Humanistic  

Trend, First Part, p. 5)  

"Explain the role of the following:  

2.   America['s role] in the establishment of the Jews' state and  

in its continued existence in Palestine."  

(High School Final Examination 2002: Islamic Education, All  

Trends, p. 2)  

[Schoolbook text relating to question]  

"Since 1940 the USA helped in Judaizing Palestine, by supporting  

the Jews materially and morally and by adopting their case in the  

UN and defending it. It was among the first countries to recognize  

the State of Israel immediately following its declaration in 1948.  
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Questions  

5.   What is the USA's role in the establishment of the Jews'  

state and in its continued existence in Palestine?"  

(Islamic Culture, Grade 12, (1998) pp. 246, 248, respectively)  

 

Jerusalem  
 
Jerusalem is presented as exclusively Palestinian and as the  

capital of the State of Palestine. The Jews are not mentioned as  

part of its history. Nor are they mentioned as inhabitants of the city.  

There appears in one of the books, perhaps for the first time in any  

teachers' guide published by the Palestinian Authority, a general  

statement about "the importance of the city of Jerusalem to the  

three religions" without going into any detail.  

"Let us connect between the state in the first  

column and its capital in the second column:  

Palestine  

Egypt  

Syria  

Iraq  

Jordan  

Cairo  

Damascus  

Jerusalem  

Amman  

Baghdad  

Saudi Arabia   Riyad"  

(Our Beautiful Language, Grade 2, part 2  

(2002) p. 139)  

 
"Jerusalem (Urushalim): A Palestinian city  

built by the Arab Canaanites (the Jebusites)  

and named by them as Jebus. Later it was renamed Ursalem  

(Urushalim), and after that it was called by many [other] names  

such as: City of Justice, the Holy City, Noble Jerusalem (al-Quds  

al-Sharif). The prevalent name is al-Quds."  

(Christian Education, Grade 2, (2001) p. 11)  
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"Suggested methods, means and activities  

• 

• 

 
• 

 
• 

 
• 

 
• 

 
• 

Discussing the city of Jerusalem and its most important  

monuments, focusing on the Dome of the Rock and al-  

Aqsa Mosque.  

Presenting pictures of the monuments in the city of  

Jerusalem…  

Illustrating the importance of the city of Jerusalem to  

the three religions.  

Referring to the shape of the gates, columns, domes,  

squares, etc.  

The relation of the Muslim and Christian Palestinians  

and Arabs to the place.  

The story of al-Mi'raj [Prophet Muhammad's ascension to  

Heaven from Jerusalem, according to Muslim belief].  

….."  

(Arts and Crafts, Grade 2, Teacher's Guide, (2001) p. 36.  

Emphasis is mine - A.G.)  

Another aspect of Jerusalem, that of a suffering city, is presented  

in the language exams.  
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"Read the following text and then answer the questions below:  

Jerusalem's heart has been cut to pieces, and the pure spirit that  

used to purify her has been suppressed  

Gone is the scent whose garden Jerusalem used to be, and all the  

dew rivulets have become dry  

There is no more [olive] oil in the hills for her to kindle as fire and  

light to illuminate herself…  

Questions:  

1.   There is a principal idea in the first three verses. Mention  

it.  

2.   Clarify the artistic picture in the first verse.  

3.   …"  

(High School Final Examination 2000: Arabic Language,  

Scientific Trend, First Part, p. 1, and see also Arabic  

Language, Humanistic Trend, First Part, p. 1 of the same  

year.)  

 
The Refugees  
 
The refugee problem is dealt with twice in the textbooks researched  

for this report, in both cases within the context of the return to the  

old homes.  

"It is possible to connect between the house in the refugee camp  

and the houses left by their [the pupils'] parents and grand-  

parents in the Palestinian cities and villages in 1948."  

("Our House" - A drawing lesson, Arts and Crafts, Grade 2,  

Teacher's Guide, (2001) p. 44)  
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A drawing  of Palestinian refugees by Ismail Shammut. The  

inscription says:"We shall return".  

(Arts and Crafts, Grade 7, Teacher's Guide, (2001) p. 7)  

 

Peace, Tolerance, Co-existence  
 
No material advocating these ideals has been found in the newly  

received textbooks or in the final exams, which continue the trend  

already identified in the rest of the PA books that have been  

published so far.  

 
War, Jihad, Martyrdom  
 
These issues, which are widely dealt with in the textbooks that  

were studied within the former survey, do not appear in the 14  

books surveyed for the purpose of the present report. There are two  

passages that imply a belligerent message.  

"5. Clarify the Muslims' duty towards their brethren who are  

threatened by occupation and aggression on the part of the  

enemies."  

(Islamic Education, Grade 7, part 2, (2002) p. 37)  
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"Explain the following:  

3.   Sheikh 'Izz al-Din al-Qassam issued his orders that the  

battle of Ya'bad thicket [against] the Imperialists be  

mobile."  

(High School Final Examination 2002: Islamic Education, All  

Trends, p. 2)  

[Schoolbook text relating to question]  

"Sheikh al-Qassam issued his orders that the battle be mobile,  

adopting the pattern of skirmishes, so that the battle would last  

until nightfall, and thus the Jihad fighters might be helped by  

darkness to move to another place."  

(Islamic Culture, Grade 12, (1998) p. 234)  

 
It should be noted that Sheikh 'Izz al-Din al-Qassam and his  

companions' activities during the first half of the 1930's have  

become a widely accepted example of true Jihad and martyrdom, to  

be emulated by later generations - against Israel in particular.  

 
Terror  
 
No relevant material has been found, not even passages such as  

the ones appearing in the books surveyed for the former report,  

which express solidarity with Palestinian terrorists by calling them  

martyrs and prisoners-of-war. The sole exception, perhaps, might  

be the afore-mentioned question about al-Qassam, whose followers  

attacked unarmed Jewish civilians, though their main enemy were  

the British. Al-Qassam is considered a national hero by the  

Palestinians, especially by the Hamas terrorist organization which  

has named its armed squads after him. Thus, al-Qassam has  

become a symbol of the present terrorist activity against Israel in  

the eyes of the Palestinians.  
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Other Issues  
 
Apart from the issues studied above, there are two references to  
historical events related to the conflict that appear as questions  
within the final exams. The relevant passages are to be found in  
the textbooks used in Grade 12, i.e.,the older series that was not  
originally published by the Palestinian Authority itself. Though not  
an object for the present study, the material therein provides us  
with a unique opportunity to look into some of the Palestinian  
educational trends through the questions selected for the exams.  

"What were the implications of:  

1.   The [UN] Partition Resolution [regarding Palestine], 1947?"  

(High School Final Examination 2002: Islamic Education, All  

Trends, p. 2)  

 
[Schoolbook text relating to question]  

"…The UN issued  the Partition Resolution which was confirmed  

in 1947 and by which the UN recognized the Jews' right to  

establish a state for themselves in part of the land of Palestine.  

Thus the Jews realized their old dream. The UN recognized the  

State of Israel in 1948. The Arab states, which participated with  

the [Arab] people of Palestine in the war of 1948, could not  

prevent the Jews from usurping the greater part of Palestine"…  
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"The Jews took control of most of the lands of Palestine in 1949,  

except for the West Bank that was united with Jordan to form  

together the Jordanian Hashemite Kingdom. There remained a  

part in the south-west of Palestine which came to be known as  

"the Gaza Strip" and Egypt took upon itself to administer its  

affairs. This way the Palestine problem came into being. Among its  

most prominent characteristics are the following ones:  

1.   Evicting more than a million Arabs, from among the people  

of Palestine, from their country, fields and lands, and  

transforming them into refugees in Jordan, Syria, Lebanon  

and Egypt.  

2.   Transforming the struggle with the Jews from [a case of]  

usurpation of the land and the eviction of its folk into a  

refugee problem. An international agency was thus  

established for their relief and employment and for  

providing them with tents. It is the UN agency for the  

Palestinian refugees' relief and work - UNRWA.  

3.   Strengthening the Jewish state and effecting its scientific,  

material and military superiority, by influx of donations,  

aid and loans, and by providing it with the most advanced  

weapons and equipment made by American and European  

factories, so that it would become the first-rate military  

power in the region.  

4.   Encouraging inter-Arab conflicts by which the nation's  

energies would be exhausted."  

(Islamic Culture, Grade 12, (1998) pp. 247-248)  
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"Mention the demands put forward [in 1937] by the Mufti [of  

Jerusalem, Hajj Amin al-Huseini] to the two Axis Powers [Nazi  

Germany and Fascist Italy] regarding the Arab countries."  

(High School Final Examination 2002: History of the Arabs  

and the Modern World, Humanistic Trend, First Part, p. 1)  

[Schoolbook text relating to question:]  

"As to the demands put forward by the Mufti to the two Axis  

Powers regarding the Arab countries, they are [as follows]:  

A.   Germany and Italy will recognize the  

complete independence of the Arab  

countries that are independent now, the  

complete independence of the Arab  

countries under French Mandate (Syria and  

Lebanon) and under British Mandate  

(Palestine and Trans-Jordan), and [of] those  

ones that are British colonies or  

protectorates (Kuweit, Masqat [Oman] and  

Hadramout [the present south Yemen]).  

B.   Germany and Italy will declare that they do  

not have any imperialistic ambitions in  

Egypt and the Sudan, will recognize their  

complete independence, and consider the  

limiting conditions put by England on these  

two countries null and void.  

C.   Germany and Italy will undertake not to  

resort to any measure against the complete  

independence of the Arab countries, such  
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as the Mandate measure invented by the  

League of Nations in agreement with the  

Democracies in order to hide their  

imperialistic desires.  

D.   Germany and Italy will recognize the right of  

the Arab countries to establish their  

national union according to their wishes,  

and by the way they deem fit. They  

[Germany and Italy] will undertake not to  

place obstacles in the way to building that  

union.  

E.   Germany and Italy's only wish is to see the  

Arab nation enjoying prosperity and  

occupying its historic place.  

F.   Germany and Italy will consider the Jewish  

National Home an illegitimate entity and will  

recognize the Arabs' right to solve this  

question according to the Arab national  

interests.  

The German officials studied these demands thoroughly and  

notified the Mufti that it was difficult for them to comply with  

these demands due to the complications of the international  

situation."  

(History of the Arabs and the Modern World, Grade 12,  

Humanistic,1945  

(1998) p. 111)  
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Concluding Remarks  
 
The textbooks studied for this complementary report do not change  
the picture presented by the CMIP former report of Nov. 2001. The  
Jews are still presented in a negative light historically, yet at the  
same time denied any part in the history of the country shared by  
them and the Palestinians. Israel is still not recognized as a  
sovereign state, but is rather presented as a foreign entity imposed  
in 1948 on the land. It is a source of aggression, death and  
destruction to the Palestinians, especially the refugees among them  
who aspire to return to their former homes within its territory.  
Hence, no peace is sought after, but rather a war against Israel as  
the usurper, aggressor and occupier is to be waged. For the first  
time, some recognition of Judaism's relation to Jerusalem is  
inferred from a brief statement that appears in one of the teachers'  
guides, although emphasis is placed on Arab and Christian  
relations to Jerusalem.  
 
The former trend of showing the territory of the State of Israel  
without its name on it continues in textbooks that were published in  
2002.  The argument raised by Palestinians and others, that no  
names could be inscribed on maps until the borders between Israel  
and a Palestinian state are finally agreed upon, is illogical, unless  
the border dispute perceived by the Palestinians covers the whole  
territory of the State of Israel. This argument further fails to explain  
why the Palestinian textbooks sometimes do put a name on the  
map of the country in its entirety - that of Palestine.  
 
The overall picture is gloomy. One cannot but regretfully conclude  
that most of the questions asked in the context of the CMIP and the  
UNESCO criteria are answered in the negative. Israel and the  
Jewish people are not recognized as legitimate neighbors with  
interests and rights of their own. They are rather stereotyped and  
prejudiced. Palestinian education does not foster peaceful relations  
with Israel, nor does it support the peace process between the two  
parties. Some of the data given in the Palestinian textbooks are  
inaccurate (The so-called "Arab" Canaanites and Jebusites spoke a  
language closer to Hebrew than to Arabic; Israeli cities and sites  
are defined as Palestinian; Jerusalem - at least presently - is  
Israel's capital, not Palestine's) or incomplete (The Jewish  
connection to Jerusalem and to the Temple is ignored.). All the maps  
are inaccurate, since neither the state of Israel, nor the city of Tel  
Aviv, exist in any of them. According to one map, Palestine covers  
the whole territory of Israel. These maps could be described as  
"outdated" too, according to one specific criterion of UNESCO,  
bearing in mind that the State of Israel was established 54 years  
ago , and Tel Aviv - in 1909.  
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None of the achievements of Israel or the Jews in history is dealt  

with objectively. Equal standards are not applied, for example the  

relation of the Jews to Jerusalem is not mentioned. The political  

dispute, is not presented in an objective and honest manner; the  

Palestinians are presented as victims while Israel is depicted as a  

brutal aggressor (in the English final exam).  

 
"Is wording likely to create prejudice, misapprehension and conflict  

avoided?" (UNESCO's criterion No. 6 - see in the Introduction). By  

all standards, if a question in a textbook reads: "Why did Moses  

allow the Jews to divorce?" and the available answer is: "Because  

of their rough hearts", then such wording is not avoided. Much more  

serious is the answer in an older textbook to the question in one of  

the PA final exams about the reasons for the persecution of  Jews in  

Europe. It is true that the older textbooks are not an object of the  

present survey, but the final exams are, and it is quite disturbing  

that the PA Ministry of Education would order the inclusion of such  

a question in a history examination in 2002. As regards "the  

advancement of the cause of peace" (see UNESCO's criterion No. 8  

in the Introduction) - no trace has been found either in the  

Palestinian textbooks or in the 26 exams studied within the present  

survey.  

 
One cannot, of course, ignore the hostilities between Israel and the  

Palestinians which broke out in late September 2000. But that  

should not impede the attempt to develop a curriculum that would  

foster mutual understanding and peace between the presently  

warring peoples.  
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High School Final Examinations, 2002  

1.    Arabic Language, Scientific Trend, First & Second Parts  

2.    Arabic Language, Humanistic Trend, First Part  

3.    Arabic Language, Commercial Trend  

4.    Islamic Culture, All Trends  

5.    History of the Arabs and the Modern World, Humanistic  

Trend, First & Second Parts  

6.    Geography, Humanistic Trend  

7.    Scientific Education, Humanistic Trend  

8.    Biology, Scientific Trend  

9.    Physics, Scientific Trend, First Part  

10. Chemistry, Scientific Trend  

11. English, Humanistic Trend, First & Second Parts  

12. Applied Managerial Sciences  

13. Applied Computer Sciences  

 
Additional Textbooks - Old Version  

(With answers to some of the questions in the examinations)  

1.    Islamic Culture, Grade 12, (1998) 324 pages  

2.    History of the Arabs and the Modern World, Grade 12,  

Humanistic, (1998) 227 pages  
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